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Before You Know Kindness Abingdon Press
Chris Brennan is applying for a job as a high
school government teacher, ready to step in as
an assistant baseball coach, and his references
are impeccable -- but everything about him is
a lie. Widow Susan Sematov is proud of her
son Raz, a high school pitcher being recruited
for a full-ride scholarship to a Division I
college. Heather Larkin is a struggling single
mother who lives for her son Jordan's baseball
games. Mindy Kostis fills her days with social
events and too many gin and tonics, unaware
her husband and her son, Evan, are hiding
secrets that might destroy all of them.
The Death of Truth Post Hill Press
Maybe God isn't who you think He is. Maybe
He's much better. Pastor and speaker Shane
Pruitt guides readers in identifying the
Christian cliches we've all heard that are
actually unbiblical lies. He then counters with

the truths about God as presented in the Bible,
truths that bring encouragement and freedom
for our lives. God won't give you more than you
can handle. Really? Pastor and speaker Shane
Pruitt shines a light on this and other Christian
cliches that upon further inspection are actually
unbiblical lies that keep far too many believers
stuck in spiritual immaturity.
The Dawkins Delusion? David C Cook
A revealing look at how user behavior
is powering deep social divisions
online—and how we might yet defeat
political tribalism on social media In an
era of increasing social isolation,
platforms like Facebook and Twitter
are among the most important tools we
have to understand each other. We use
social media as a mirror to decipher
our place in society but, as Chris Bail
explains, it functions more like a prism
that distorts our identities, empowers
status-seeking extremists, and renders
moderates all but invisible. Breaking
the Social Media Prism challenges
common myths about echo chambers,
foreign misinformation campaigns, and
radicalizing algorithms, revealing that
the solution to political tribalism lies
deep inside ourselves. Drawing on
innovative online experiments and in-
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depth interviews with social media
users from across the political
spectrum, this book explains why
stepping outside of our echo chambers
can make us more polarized, not less.
Bail takes you inside the minds of
online extremists through vivid
narratives that trace their lives on the
platforms and off—detailing how they
dominate public discourse at the
expense of the moderate majority.
Wherever you stand on the spectrum
of user behavior and political opinion,
he offers fresh solutions to counter
political tribalism from the bottom up
and the top down. He introduces new
apps and bots to help readers avoid
misperceptions and engage in better
conversations with the other side.
Finally, he explores what the virtual
public square might look like if we
could hit "reset" and redesign social
media from scratch through a first-of-
its-kind experiment on a new social
media platform built for scientific
research. Providing data-driven
recommendations for strengthening our
social media connections, Breaking the
Social Media Prism shows how to
combat online polarization without
deleting our accounts.
Ten Dumb Things Smart Christians Believe Simon
and Schuster
From the author of the twenty-five-million-copy
bestseller The Shack comes a captivating new novel
destined to be one of the most talked-about books
of the decade. Eve is a bold, unprecedented
exploration of the Creation narrative, true to the
original texts and centuries of scholarship—yet with
breathtaking discoveries that challenge traditional
beliefs about who we are and how we’re made.
Eve opens a refreshing conversation about the
equality of men and women within the context of
our beginnings, helping us see each other as our
Creator does—complete, unique, and not
constrained by cultural rules or limitations. When a

shipping container washes ashore on an island
between our world and the next, John the Collector
finds a young woman inside—broken, frozen, and
barely alive. With the aid of Healers and Scholars,
John oversees her recovery and soon discovers that
her genetic code connects her to every known race.
No one would guess what her survival will mean⋯
No one but Eve, Mother of the Living, who calls her
“daughter” and invites her to witness the truth
about her own story—indeed, the truth about us all.
As The Shack awakened readers to a personal, non-
religious understanding of God, Eve will free us
from faulty interpretations that have corrupted
human relationships since the Garden of Eden.
Thoroughly researched and exquisitely written, Eve
is a masterpiece that will inspire readers for
generations to come.
The Lies Couples Believe Simon and Schuster
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and
funny—narrated by a fifteen year old autistic
savant obsessed with Sherlock Holmes, this
dazzling novel weaves together an old-
fashioned mystery, a contemporary coming-of-
age story, and a fascinating excursion into a
mind incapable of processing emotions.
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the
countries of the world and their capitals and
every prime number up to 7,057. Although
gifted with a superbly logical brain,
Christopher is autistic. Everyday interactions
and admonishments have little meaning for
him. At fifteen, Christopher’s carefully
constructed world falls apart when he finds his
neighbour’s dog Wellington impaled on a
garden fork, and he is initially blamed for the
killing. Christopher decides that he will track
down the real killer, and turns to his favourite
fictional character, the impeccably logical
Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the
investigation leads him down some unexpected
paths and ultimately brings him face to face
with the dissolution of his parents’ marriage.
As Christopher tries to deal with the crisis
within his own family, the narrative draws
readers into the workings of Christopher’s
mind. And herein lies the key to the brilliance
of Mark Haddon’s choice of narrator: The most
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wrenching of emotional moments are chronicled
by a boy who cannot fathom emotions. The
effect is dazzling, making for one of the freshest
debut in years: a comedy, a tearjerker, a
mystery story, a novel of exceptional literary
merit that is great fun to read.
Live Not by Lies Simon and Schuster
A compassionate, shame-free guide for your
darkest days “A one-of-a-kind book . . . to read
for yourself or give to a struggling friend or
loved one without the fear that depression and
suicidal thoughts will be minimized,
medicalized or over-spiritualized.”—Kay
Warren, cofounder of Saddleback Church What
happens when loving Jesus doesn’t cure you of
depression, anxiety, or suicidal thoughts? You
might be crushed by shame over your mental
illness, only to be told by well-meaning
Christians to “choose joy” and “pray more.”
So you beg God to take away the pain, but
nothing eases the ache inside. As darkness
lingers and color drains from your world,
you’re left wondering if God has abandoned
you. You just want a way out. But there’s
hope. In I Love Jesus, But I Want to Die, Sarah
J. Robinson offers a healthy, practical, and
shame-free guide for Christians struggling with
mental illness. With unflinching honesty, Sarah
shares her story of battling depression and
fighting to stay alive despite toxic theology that
made her afraid to seek help outside the church.
Pairing her own story with scriptural insights,
mental health research, and simple practices,
Sarah helps you reconnect with the God who is
present in our deepest anguish and discover
that you are worth everything it takes to get
better. Beautifully written and full of hard-won
wisdom, I Love Jesus, But I Want to Die offers
a path toward a rich, hope-filled life in Christ,
even when healing doesn’t look like what you
expect.
Breaking the Social Media Prism Thomas
Nelson
In this delightfully personal and practical
book, respected Bible teacher Larry

Osborne confronts ten widely held beliefs
that are both dumb and dangerous. People
don’t set out to build their faith upon myths
and spiritual urban legends. But somehow
such falsehoods keep showing up in the way
that many Christians think about life and
God. These goofy ideas and beliefs are
assumed by millions to be rock-solid truth...
until life proves they’re not. The sad result
is often a spiritual disaster: confusion,
feelings of betrayal, a distrust of Scripture,
loss of faith, anger toward both the church
and God. But it doesn’t have to be so.
Respected Bible teacher Larry Osborne
confronts ten widely held beliefs that are
both dumb and dangerous, including: • Faith
can fix anything • God brings good luck •
Forgiving means forgetting • Everything
happens for a reason • A godly home
guarantees good kids Get ready to be
shocked, relieved, and inspired in the pages
of Ten Dumb Things Smart Christians
Believe. Because the truth is meant to set us
free—not hurt us.
Creed St. Martin's Press
Your attitude makes or breaks you in life.
We all have attitudes that are toxic and
damaging to our lives, and we all have
healthy attitudes that help us to experience
life in full. Have you ever wondered what
the worst, most toxic attitudes are? Have
you ever wondered what the best, most life-
enhancing attitudes are? Wonder no more.
This book will help you better understand
the good and the bad when it comes to the
attitude you carry into each day. Far too
often, we focus on changing our
circumstances as the best way to improve
our lives. While that’s all well and good,
changing your attitude for the better is far
more important than changing your
circumstance in life. We don’t need an
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attitude adjustment, we need an attitude
overhaul. Read this book—it will help you do
just that.
Sometimes I Lie Simon and Schuster
A newly repackaged edition discusses the range of
ways people deceive themselves personally and
spiritually, offering advice on how to achieve
emotional health and fulfilling relationships by
living truthfully, in a workbook complemented by
comprehensive exercises. Reprint.
The Lies We Believe Workbook
HarperChristian + ORM
Are faulty beliefs damaging your marriage? If
you are experiencing conflict, anger, or hurt in
your marriage, you don’t need positive
thinking or an escape clause—you need to
replace the lies you believe with God’s
transforming truths for your relationship to
become all that it was meant to be. According
to Dr. Chris Thurman, everyone enters
marriage with misguided attitudes and
expectations such as: “My spouse is a bigger
mess than me.” “The purpose of marriage is to
be happy.” “My spouse should meet all my
needs.” This practical book dismantles the ten
most common lies couples believe and helps
you renew your mind with God’s truths for a
more caring, close, and connected marriage.
War Is a Force that Gives Us Meaning
HarperChristian + ORM
From the author of the bestselling novel The
Shack and the New York Times bestsellers
Cross Roads and Eve comes a compelling,
conversational exploration of twenty-eight
assumptions about God—assumptions that just
might be keeping us from experiencing His
unconditional, all-encompassing love. In his
wildly popular novels, Wm. Paul Young
portrayed the Triune God in ways that
challenged our thinking—sometimes upending
long-held beliefs, but always centered in the
eternal, all-encompassing nature of God’s love.
Now, in Wm. Paul Young’s first nonfiction
book, he invites us to revisit our assumptions
about God—this time using the Bible,

theological discussion, and personal anecdotes.
Paul encourages us to think through beliefs
we’ve presumed to be true and consider
whether some might actually be false.
Expounding on the compassion fans felt from
the “Papa” portrayed in The Shack—now a
major film starring Sam Worthington and
Octavia Spencer—Paul encourages you to think
anew about important issues including sin,
religion, hell, politics, identity, creation, human
rights, and helping us discover God’s deep and
abiding love.
In Lies We Trust Macmillan
As a veteran war correspondent, Chris
Hedges has survived ambushes in Central
America, imprisonment in Sudan, and a
beating by Saudi military police. He has
seen children murdered for sport in Gaza
and petty thugs elevated into war heroes in
the Balkans. Hedges, who is also a former
divinity student, has seen war at its worst
and knows too well that to those who pass
through it, war can be exhilarating and even
addictive: “It gives us purpose, meaning, a
reason for living.” Drawing on his own
experience and on the literature of combat
from Homer to Michael Herr, Hedges
shows how war seduces not just those on
the front lines but entire
societies—corrupting politics, destroying
culture, and perverting basic human desires.
Mixing hard-nosed realism with profound
moral and philosophical insight, War Is a
Force that Gives Us Meaning is a work of
terrible power and redemptive clarity whose
truths have never been more necessary.
Red Hot Lies Princeton University Press
In a world that is veering dangerously off course
from what it calls “truth” comes a classic work that
unmasks the lies we unwittingly believe, lies that
destroy us and ultimately damage our emotional
health, relationships, and spiritual life. In this
completely revised and updated edition,
psychologist Dr. Chris Thurman guides the reader
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through the lies we believe about ourselves,
relationships, life, men, women, and, most
important, God. He then unpacks the twelve
essential truths for emotional health and the truth
about God—the ultimate source of Truth. This easy-
to-follow guide to renewing the mind helps identify
problem areas and the midcourse correction needed
in how we view ourselves and our world. With
discussion questions and biblical support, this
timeless classic is required reading to help develop
the mind of Christ and be able to experience the
abundant life.

9 Common Lies Christians Believe New
Riders
This remarkable and monumental book at
last provides a comprehensive answer to the
age-old riddle of whether there are only a
small number of 'basic stories' in the world.
Using a wealth of examples, from ancient
myths and folk tales via the plays and
novels of great literature to the popular
movies and TV soap operas of today, it
shows that there are seven archetypal
themes which recur throughout every kind
of storytelling. But this is only the prelude
to an investigation into how and why we are
'programmed' to imagine stories in these
ways, and how they relate to the inmost
patterns of human psychology. Drawing on
a vast array of examples, from Proust to
detective stories, from the Marquis de Sade
to E.T., Christopher Booker then leads us
through the extraordinary changes in the
nature of storytelling over the past 200
years, and why so many stories have 'lost
the plot' by losing touch with their
underlying archetypal purpose. Booker
analyses why evolution has given us the
need to tell stories and illustrates how
storytelling has provided a uniquely
revealing mirror to mankind's psychological
development over the past 5000 years. This
seminal book opens up in an entirely new
way our understanding of the real purpose

storytelling plays in our lives, and will be a
talking point for years to come.
The Truths We Must Believe Wipf and Stock
Publishers
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the
bestselling author of The Flight Attendant, here
is a novel that examines wildly divisive
American issues like gun control and animal
rights with Chris Bohjalian’s trademark
emotional heft and spellbinding storytelling
skill. For ten summers, the Seton family—all
three generations—met at their country home in
New England to spend a week together playing
tennis, badminton, and golf, and savoring gin
and tonics on the wraparound porch to
celebrate the end of the season. In the eleventh
summer, everything changed. A hunting rifle
with a single cartridge left in the chamber
wound up in exactly the wrong hands at exactly
the wrong time, and led to a nightmarish
accident that put to the test the values that unite
the family—and the convictions that just may
pull it apart. Look for Chris Bohjalian's new
novel, The Lioness!
That All Shall Be Saved David C Cook
Three former CIA officers--the world's foremost
authorities on recognizing deceptive
behavior--share their techniques for spotting a lie
with thrilling anecdotes from the authors' careers in
counterintelligence.
The Sacred Enneagram Simon and Schuster
Liars--Al Gore, the United Nations, the New York
Times. The global warming lobby, relentless in its
push for bigger government, more spending, and
more regulation, will use any means necessary to
scare you out of your wits--as well as your tax
dollars and your liberties--with threats of rising
oceans, deadly droughts, and unspeakable future
consequences of "climate change." In pursuing
their anti-energy, anti-capitalist, and pro-
government agenda, the global warming
alarmists--and unscrupulous scientists who see this
scare as their gravy train to federal grants and
foundation money--resort to dirty tricks, smear
campaigns, and outright lies, abandoning scientific
standards, journalistic integrity, and the old-
fashioned notions of free speech and open debate.
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In Red Hot Lies, bestselling author Christopher
Horner--himself the target of Greenpeace dirty
tricks and alarmist smears--exposes the dark
underbelly of the environmental movement. Power-
hungry politicians blacklist scientists who reject
global warming alarmism. U.S. senators threaten
companies that fund climate change dissenters.
Mainstream media outlets openly reject the notion
of "balance." The occasional unguarded scientist
candidly admits the need to twist the facts to paint
an uglier picture in order to keep the faucet of
government money flowing. In the name of "saving
the planet," anything goes. But why the nasty
tactics? Why the cover ups, lies, and intimidation?
Because Al Gore and his ilk want to use big
government at the local, state, federal, and global
level to run your life, and they can brook no
opposition. But the actual facts, as Red Hot Lies
makes clear, aren't nearly as scary as their fiction.
Jesus Lied Penguin
'Jesus Lied. He Was Only Human' is arguably
the most comprehensive and exhaustive
debunking of the Christian myth on
bookshelves today. Like a forensic accountant,
Werleman meticulously pulls apart the New
Testament thread-by-thread until the greatest
lie ever told is exposed for all to see. Werleman
not only reveals the suffering Jesus caused his
early followers, he cleverly demonstrates that
the New Testament is brim full with
contradictory views, conflicting accounts,
historical flaws, and irreconcilable
discrepancies. Comprehensive. Funny.
Entertaining. Engaging. A must read for
anyone who wants to silence their evangelical
friend. "C.J. Werleman is a warrior for truth
and a liberator against superstition. Jesus Lied
is his slap across the face of biblical literalism."
-Sean Hoade 'Darwin's Dreams' "This book is
an all out undermining assault on an old cult
that needs to exit stage left. Werleman lights a
fire underneath a historically flawed religion. A
must read." - Alex Wilhelm 'In Praise of
Christopher Hitchens' "With this book, CJ has
rightfully earned the title of atheism's
preeminent 'blue collar intellectual'. No one has
successfully brought down a religious faith as

comprehensively and meticulously as he." - Tim
Hawken 'Hellbound'
The Lies We Believe Crown
A New York Times Bestseller "The Wild
Truth is an important book on two fronts: It
sets the record straight about a story that has
touched thousands of readers, and it opens
up a conversation about hideous domestic
violence hidden behind a mask of prosperity
and propriety."–NPR.org The spellbinding
story of Chris McCandless, who gave away
his savings, hitchhiked to Alaska, walked
into the wilderness alone, and starved to
death in 1992, fascinated not just New York
Times bestselling author Jon Krakauer, but
also the rest of the nation. Krakauer's
book,Into the Wild, became an international
bestseller, translated into thirty-one
languages, and Sean Penn's inspirational
film by the same name further skyrocketed
Chris McCandless to global fame. But the
real story of Chris’s life and his journey has
not yet been told - until now. The missing
pieces are finally revealed in The Wild
Truth, written by Carine McCandless,
Chris's beloved and trusted sister. Featured
in both the book and film, Carine has
wrestled for more than twenty years with
the legacy of her brother's journey to self-
discovery, and now tells her own story
while filling in the blanks of his. Carine was
Chris's best friend, the person with whom
he had the closest bond, and who witnessed
firsthand the dysfunctional and violent
family dynamic that made Chris willing to
embrace the harsh wilderness of Alaska.
Growing up in the same troubled household,
Carine speaks candidly about the deeper
reality of life in the McCandless family. In
the many years since the tragedy of Chris's
death, Carine has searched for some kind of
redemption. In this touching and deeply
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personal memoir, she reveals how she has
learned that real redemption can only come
from speaking the truth.
One Perfect Lie Yale University Press
"As governor of New Jersey and a key Trump
insider and longtime friend, Chris Christie has
always been known for speaking his mind.
Now that the ... 2020 election is ... behind us,
he shares his [beliefs] on how a battered
Republican Party can soar into the future and
start winning big elections again"--Publisher
marketing.
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